
modern style



 kitchens.

We create oases of wellbeing at the center of your 

home and at the very center of life.

representative and inviting, In harmony with your 

lifestyle and the surrounding architecture, Both 

timeless and modern in color and design, 

sophisticated in material and equipment, consistent in 

quality and function. 

Welcome to the world of

Chairman Picasso Kitchens                        
Abdulaziz Alashrafy                      











MAgIC of Colour

Brown is down-to-earth, black exudes 
elegance and modernity – together, the 
two colors are a mix of great stability and 
security. This unconventional color 
combination exudes poise and demons-
trates a very individual attitude to the 
subject of color. White walls and ceilings 
absorb heaviness. Resulting in lightness 
and freedom.













CreAtIve tenSIon

it is only in contrast that character and 
special qualities are revealed; the juggling 
of contrasts inspires and stimulates, 
encouraging creativity. colours and 
materials provide endless possibilities: 
warm shades meet cool nuances, striking 
structures combine with smooth surfaces, 
shiny contrasts with matt.



SoPHIStICAted













MASterPIeCeS

they say you plant an olive tree for your 
grandchildren. it outlives generations – as 
does a well-made masterpiece. What is 
fascinating about such things is that they 
have a look of perpetuity, even though 
they are young and new. this quality is in 
high-grade, perfectly finished wood, 
shown to even greater advantage with 
contrasting materials and colours.





SPACIouS And elegAnt







colours move us, influence how we feel. 
dark, slightly subdued shades give the 
impression of something lasting. Shades 
in off white and natural mustardy yellow 
are both harmonising and vitalising. a 
place designed in this spectrum is vital 
and never tires of providing a warm 
reception. 

eMotIonAl PoWer of ColourS





tIMeleSS ArCHIteCture



the colour white conveys freshness and 
lightness. and in our culture is also asso-
ciated with sunlight, joy, purity and calm. 
in connection with warm natural colours 
or combined with wood, the non-colour 
white suddenly has a homely feel. 

lIvIng ColourS





bAlAnCe of Colour







red, the colour of energy, is associa-ted 
with the heart and ensures pleasant 
lighting moods within a room. this is no 
doubt why the pantone colour of the year 
is „marsala“, a cool, earthy red. it evokes 
memories of holidays, pictures of tusca-
ny. an attractive colour trio: red, anthraci-
te grey and wood.

PoWer of Colour





Modern lIvIng





like the colours of daybreak or fog rising 
from damp meadows, grey too is an 
interim colour between black and white. 
achromatic and matter-of-fact. But grey 
is not cool at all, particularly in 
combination with colours and materials 
from nature.

Colour CoordInAtIon







a harmonious colour concept within a 
room triggers positive feelings. colour 
harmony is created, for example, with a 
combination of blue and grey, two 
colours from the cold colour range. 
natural materials are a lively contrast, as 
a small and deliberate „interruption“ to  
the cool harmony.

HArMony of Colour









rooms have a harmonious and at the 
same time vital feel, when the colours are 
sensitively coordinated and are also in 
proportion to one another. certain areas 
or functions can be emphasised in this 
way. depending on which colour domi-
nates, the room will appear to be on the 
warm side or the cool side.

Colour effeCtS





natural wood with its characteristically vi-
tal and characterful surface is particularly 
expressive, synonymous with homeliness 
and a pleasant atmosphere. together with 
a plain counterpart from the natural range, 
for example mud, and a few colourful, for 
example blue, accessories, the overall 
result is a harmonious one.

nAture of Colour







petrol is the colour of depth and expan-
se; in its transition from green to blue, 
it is reminiscent of the sky and deep 
water. it is characterised as the colour of 
conviviality and friendship, and is thus 
particularly suitable for use in kitchens 
that are used as living areas. a dark grey 
background lets it shine.

PSyCHology of Colour









renAISSAnCe of Colour







www.alashrafy.com




